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The PaneL tItLeD “Oral Interactions: Con-
versation, ethnography, Oral history,” 
moderated by Devra Webner, Professor of 

history at uC riverside, included presentations 
from Diane yu gu, uCLa; Kate Wood, uC San 
Diego; and emily Crutcher, uC Santa barbara. 
 gu, in a presentation titled “Female Doc-
toral Students’ Interactions with Faculty and 
their aspirations to Pursue academic Careers,” 
discussed her research in the student-faculty 
relationship, and how this relationship af-
fects both the socialization and formulation of 
academic career goals in female engineering 
students. gu began her presentation by noting 
that, while enrollment of female students in 
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graduate school is greatly increasing, women 
only make up about six percent of full profes-
sor positions. She became interested in how 
relationships with faculty members supported 
or limited female engineering students’ aspira-
tions for a career in academia. In her research, 
gu discovered a stressed relationship between 
female students and their male advisors. She 
noted that some female students felt that they 
had to work longer and harder for funding in 
comparison to their male counterparts. ad-
ditionally, her research found female students 
felt that tensions may arise if they pursued a 
friendly, informal relationship with their male 
advisors and the risk of those tensions dam-

pered the female student’s desire to seek out 
those kinds of relationships. gu also discovered 
that while female students harbored anxiety 
over their ability to have a family as well as an 
academic career, they were far less likely to 
discuss these issues with a male advisor. gu 
concludes that adjusting organizational prac-
tices surrounding the advising relationship and 
counseling services for female graduate stu-
dents along with an increase in quality female 
professors would positively benefit the men-
toring and academic success of female gradu-
ate students.
 Following this, Kate Wood presented her 
research concerning adult women who par-
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ticipate in online forums dedicated to the 
young adult fiction they read as adolescents 
and continue to read as adults; specifically 
the Sweet Valley High and The Babysitter’s Club 
series. Wood recognized that there are many 
studies examining the effects of media images 
on young girls, but she was more interested 
in the long term effects and negotiations that 
occurred in adult women looking back on the 
media images of femininity they were con-
fronted with as young girls. For her research, 
Wood interviewed 47 adult readers who read 
and participate in online groups dedicated to 
these series of books. Wood’s research uncov-
ered an ongoing and dynamic negotiation 
with hegemonic gender identities presented in 

these books. Specifically Wood discussed the 
“bargain” these adult women make with the 
books by cherry-picking parts of the text with 
which to take issue and rationalizing these 
parts by claiming “any smart girl can tell the 
difference.” In many cases, the adult readers of 
these books, as young girls, recognized that 
the world that they inhabited was quite dif-
ferent than the world the books portrayed. In 
many cases the books presented a world that 
was far more white, wealthy, heterosexual, and 
simple than the real world the readers occu-
pied. yet, these adult women still cherished the 
books and took the time not only to read them 
(if only for a “guilty pleasure”) but to partici-
pate in online forums about the books. Wood 

concluded by asserting that cultural objects 
can be used in different and dynamic ways to 
construct gendered identities.
 the third presenter in this panel, emily 
Crutcher, decided to take on the provocative 
and sensitive subject of reactions and respons-
es to two different types of pornography: tradi-
tional and sex-positive, “feminist” pornography. 
her research looks at how people process and 
assess this sexually explicit material. She began 
her presentation by covering the existing lit-
erature in academic and feminist debate about 
pornography, specifically addressing the argu-
ment of whether pornography is anti-feminist 
and promotes violent imagery against women 
or if pornography can be created to advance 
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images of sex positive femininity. Crutcher 
decided to do an empirical investigation of 
how young people assess the authenticity of 
the female orgasm in the two distinct types of 
pornography previously mentioned. She orga-
nized focus groups consisting both male and 
female college students to view and assess the 
female orgasm in these two distinctly differ-
ent kinds of pornography. Within these focus 
groups, Crutcher aimed to assess the ways 
people discuss pornography, sexuality, and 
gender norms with others. She observed what 
she calls a “moment-to-moment construction 
of normative sexual subjectivities” in the dis-
course of the focus group participants.
 What connected these presentations is the 
methodology that gu, Wood, and Crutcher 
used to research their topics. each used a form 
of interview to produce more in depth and 
contextualized material than quantitative anal-
ysis. much of the discussion after the presenta-
tions focused on the techniques the present-
ers used to elicit better and more thoughtful 
information from their participants. gu noted 
that she had to negotiate the role of research-
er/interviewer and sometimes turn off her tape 
recorder or go off topic to establish trust and 
a more open line of communication between 
her and the person she was interviewing. 
Crutcher noted that, because of the sensitive 
material, she acted as more of a participant 

than leader or interviewer. this established 
trust and comfort with her focus group partici-
pants. Wood, for her methodology, preferred 
to ask open ended questions because she 
found these types of questions lead to deeper 
discussions about the books and the reader’s 
history with them. each of the presenters used 
interviews and conversation as the foundation 
for their research on gender constructions that 
inhabit the professional, sexual, and leisure life 
of women.

Lindsey McLean is a graduate student in the 
Department of information Studies at UCLA and a 
staff writer for CSW Update.

http://www.csw.ucla.edu/conferences/thinking-gender/thinking-gender-2012
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MODerateD by rachel Lee, Professor of 
english and Women’s Studies at uCLa, 
the thinking gender panel entitled 

“Phantom bodies” included presentations 
from Oluwakemi balogun, uC berkeley; Corella 
Difede, uC Irvine; Patrick Keilty, uCLa; and gua-
dalupe escobar, uCLa. each of these presenta-
tions used frameworks surrounding the body 
as an integral part of displaying the diverse 
topics each of the presenters approached, from 
representations of the female body in beauty 
pageants in nigeria as an indicator of feminine 
national identity to the language used in aca-
demic discourses concerning “disembodiment” 
in digital culture.
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 Oluwakemi balogun, in her presentation 
titled “traditional vs. Cosmopolitan: Idealized 
Femininity and national representation in ni-
gerian beauty Pageants” looked at two beauty 
pageants in nigeria and the conflicting ideas 
about the feminine body and its performance 
based on different criteria in the construction 
feminine national identity. In this presentation, 
balogun notes how the two beauty pageants, 
Queen nigeria and the most beautiful girl in 
nigeria both set out to represent “true nige-
rian womanhood,” yet assemble the idealized 
notion of femininity quite differently. the 
mbgn competition is part of an international 
association of pageants and the winner of this 

pageant is allowed to compete in the miss 
universe pageant, whereas Queen nigeria is 
a strictly national competition. balogun de-
scribes the criteria for the mbgn pageant as 
relying on a more cosmopolitan ideal of femi-
ninity; its competitors represent a more inter-
national (western) standard of beauty, while 
the Queen nigeria competitors display much 
more traditional ideals of nigerian woman-
hood. balogun sees the two competitions as 
constructing a national feminine identity for 
two different audiences. the mbgn competi-
tion looks to incorporate nigerian womanhood 
in a global discourse of femininity while the 
Queen nigeria competition seeks to establish a 
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much more traditional construction of nigerian 
femininity for its feminine national identity.
 In Corella Difede’s presentation “From ana-
tomic Spectacle to Informatics: bodies...the 
exhibit, and the trouble Posed by the new 
universal body” she argued that the bodies ex-
hibit displays a new trend that universalizes the 
body from a medical/anatomical perspective. 
She explained how the exhibit strips away race, 
gender, ethnic, and socioeconomic differences 
and looks at the anatomy of the body from a 
strictly informational lens. She finds this prob-
lematic because while the exhibit highlights 
a universalized body it obscures the complex 

situations such as class, race, gender, etc. that 
produced the plasticized body in the exhibit. 
these complex situations arguably affect the 
physical bodies in various ways, and limiting 
information surrounding these circumstances 
diffuses the effects of life experiences on the 
plasticized body also limit the audience’s abil-
ity to contextualize these bodies. She explains 
how, originally the bodies used in the exhibit 
were unclaimed, undocumented Chinese la-
borers. Difede argues that the “de-subjectified” 
bodies that create raw information for those 
in the medical or biotechnology fields are 
problematic because the subjectivities of the 

body affect the physical nature of the body 
and removing those subjectivities to create a 
“universal body” for informational purposes 
dilutes the effects of the lived experience on 
those bodies. Difede also notes that the only 
female body in the exhibit displays the female 
reproductive system and in no other situation 
is a female body used, making the female body 
different from the “universal” body in the rest of 
the exhibit.  
 Patrick Keilty in his presentation “‘Disem-
bodiment’ in electronic Culture” approached 
the language used by academics in discourses 
surrounding embodiment when analyzing 
digital culture. he argued that there are two 
camps regarding the rhetoric of disembodi-
ment in electronic culture, those that feel 
electronic culture is robbing the physical body 
of importance and those that see interaction 
in electronic culture as conflating that culture 
too closely to the “real” world. Keilty finds both 
of these arguments valid, though he finds the 
language problematic. In his presentation, he 
advocated for the use of the term “diffusion’ 
when describing involvement in electronic 
culture instead of “disembodiment.” Keilty 
argued that, though participating in electronic 
culture is dispersed and destabilized within the 
digital cultures, participants are still very much 
grounded in their physical bodies. he believes 
previous work on the subject of electronic 

Most beauti f i ful  Gir l 
in  Niger ia website

http://mbgn.silverbirdgroup.com/
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disembodiment to be grounded in the notion 
of an existential crisis of the body, a notion he 
finds fatalistic and inaccurate.
 to conclude this panel, guadalupe esco-
bar discussed the constructions of the body 
politics in her presentation titled, “Principles 
of Pleasure: ‘body’ Politics in giaconda belli’s 
the County under my Skin: a memoir of Love 
and War.” escobar analyzes the text of this 

memoir from the perspective that belli, with 
her involvement in the revolutionary Sadini-
sta movement to combat uS involvement in 
nicaragua, constructs the female body as a 
site of objectification, patriarchal control, and 
a form of agency. escobar notes that in belli’s 
memoir, trauma is not at the core of the war 
narrative and, rather, sex is. escobar discusses 
how sexual liberation was invaluable to belli’s 

experience in war because “women’s bodies 
are a critical site to practice gender politics.” es-
cobar described how, in taking control over her 
own sexuality and pleasure, belli regenerates 
her body after war based on her own criteria. 

Lindsey McLean is a graduate student in the 
Department of information Studies at UCLA and a 
staff writer for CSW Update.

website for  boDIES:  
The Exhibit ion

http://www.bodiestheexhibition.com/about-the-exhibition.html
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MODerateD by abigail Saguy, Professor of 
Sociology at uCLa, the panel “What’s Food 
got to Do With It? Women and Disordered 

eating” included presentations from Feng-mei 
heberer, uSC; roxanne naseem rashedi, george-
town university; Jessica m. Phillips, uCSb; and 
april Davidauskis, uSC. each of these presenta-
tions focus on disordered eating in women from 
diverse standpoints, from assessing on campus 
support for female college students with eating 
disorders to establishing critical theory surround-
ing representations of the feminine disordered 
body in performance art. 
 In the first presentation by Feng-mei her-
berer titled “Performing the bulimic body,” she 

discussed her analysis of an experimental film 
called “gina King’s Video Diary.” the filmmaker, 
gina King, used this project to express the dif-
ficulties of physical and emotional belonging, 
frequently using staged personas relating to the 
reproductive female body, as well as her own 
eating disorder in the film. It was herberer’s 
intention to, instead of separate the staged 
personas from King’s bulimic body in the film, 
look at how the two performances are inter-
twined. herberer, in her presentation, discussed 
the questions of origin and reproduction in the 
performative, sick feminine body. In her analysis 
of King’s work, she looks at how King material-
izes her body and how, in doing so, displaces 

and reappropriates her own body, which has 
become alienated through disordered eating. 
herberer recognizes that while King is reappro-
priating her own body in the film and examin-
ing the personas of daughter and mother, she is 
also, through her disordered eating, producing a 
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What’s Food Got To Do With It? 
Women and disordered Eating
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conflicted female body. While much of herberer’s 
presentation focused on King’s examination of 
the female reproductive body she noted that 
King’s bulimic practices conflict with these perso-
nas. herberer argued that the practice of bulimia 
is contradictory to the representations of the 
female reproductive body in that, it “reproduces 
the female body to the maternal body which 
then “aborts” the maternal body with the practice 
of bulimia.”
 In roxanne naseem rashedi’s presenta-
tion titled “Disordered eating, agency, and Self 
autonomy: Class Identity in elaine mar’s Paper 
Daughter,” she argued that the disordered eating 
mar describes in her memoir stems from a class 
inferiority complex and ethnic difference as an 
asian american immigrant in the united States. 
rashedi discussed how the disordered eating in 
the memoir is based on the mar’s need to assert 
control over her life as well as a way to belong to 
the middle class, white, so-called “normal” class 
of american population. rashedi deconstructed 
the disordered eating mar presented in her work 
which was centered on establishing some con-
trol over her life, engendering a sense of belong-
ing with her peers, and using her body to show 
her american identity. ultimately, mar finds other 
ways to assert her independence from her family 
and value her body and ethnicity rather than 
using disordered eating as a way to reject them, 
however the memoir and rashedi’s analysis of 
the disordered eating within the narrative pres-

ent an alternative outlook from the more typical 
“western beauty standards” on the causes of 
disordered eating.
 Jessica Phillips‘presentation discussed her 
work with university clinicians about treating 
disordered eating with diverse groups of women. 
She began her presentation by asserting that 
most of the research done about disordered eat-
ing has focused on one particular demographic: 
white, middle-class women. She argues that 
while this research is important, it does not easily 
translate to diagnosis and treatment of disor-
dered eating in women of color. Phillips contin-
ued by discussing a variety of reasons diverse 
groups of women develop eating disorders such 
as a form of rebellion against strong religious 
influence or as a way to assimilate to the “norma-
tive culture” of the white middle class. Phillips ar-
gues that as more and more women of color seek 
out higher education and attend universities, the 
university clinicians should attempt to focus their 
treatment of eating disorders with a mindset that 
encompasses a wide range of body image issues, 
disordered eating, and distinctive experiences 
with gender based on factors regarding race, 
ethnicity, and class.
 the final presentation in this panel, “your Food 
Obsession is not as endearing as you think it is: 
Lorelai gilmore, Liz Lemon, and Other hungry 
Women” by april Davidauskis, looked at the pre-
sentation of hungry women in popular culture. 
Davidauskis focused most of her presentation 

on analyzing the two main characters from the 
popular television shows, Gilmore Girls and 30 
Rock. She discusses how in both of these shows 
the hungry woman is a funny, endearing charac-
ter and her obsessions with food are framed as 
positive qualities in each character. Davidauskias  
made clear, though, that the almost gluttonous 
relationships with food displayed by these char-
acters remain funny and endearing because the 
characters themselves are traditionally beautiful 
women: thin, white, girl-next-door types. Davi-
dauskis argued that the eating habits of Liz Lem-
on and Lorelai gilmore, along with their beauty 
and charm, enhance the audience’s attraction to 
the characters. She described this phenomena 
as the “new normative of constructed feminin-
ity” and discusses the problems inherent in the 
endearing quality of a woman with a large appe-
tite for food, but only if that woman fits into the 
western notion of beauty: thin and light-skinned. 
 each of these presentations tackled an aspect 
of disordered eating in women. they also ap-
proach disordered eating with a perspective of 
diversity, in that the each of the presentations 
discussed disordered eating in women of vary-
ing ethnic, racial, and social backgrounds from a 
variety of different mediums. 

Lindsey McLean is a graduate student in the 
Department of information Studies at UCLA and a 
staff writer for CSW Update.
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